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CHAPTER 1:  
PROGRAM GOALS AND DESCRIPTION 



 

Program 
Goals 

 
• Better prepared Surface Warfare Division 

Officers in less time 
 
• Better retention of officers and a stronger 

Navy 

 

Program 
Description 

 
• Training occurs onboard ship (allowing 

access to equipment, chances to observe 
and participate in live evolutions, access to 
expert personnel, exposure to ship’s 
culture) 

 
• Training is self-paced and self-directed 
 
• Trainees must assume responsibility for 

their training, although the program relies 
on support and assistance from ship’s 
personnel 

 
• The tools needed to succeed are provided 

(e.g., ICW, practicums, etc.) 
 
• Training is flexible and trainees can access 

components to meet individual and ship’s 
needs 
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PROGRAM GOALS —————————–—–—– 

There are two primary goals of the DIVO at Sea Training program 

♦ To accelerate and enhance Surface Warfare Division Officer 
training so that the Navy will produce better prepared leaders 
in less time 

 
♦ To retain Naval officers as 

career professionals.   
Because the quality of the 
Surface Warfare Division 
Officers coming out of the 
DIVO at Sea Training 
program is expected to be 
of the highest caliber, a 
primary goal of this 
training is to retain these 
officers as career 
professionals  

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION —————————– 
The Navy has adopted a dynamic and innovative instructional 
approach for training Surface Warfare Division Officers. This training 
differs from traditional, instructor-led, classroom training at the 
schoolhouse because it takes place 
onboard ship and maximizes 
opportunities for you as a SWO trainee 
to “live what you are learning and learn 
what you are living.” The opportunity to 
live, work, and train in the same 
environment in which you will perform 
as a Surface Warfare Division Officer 
offers distinct advantages over 
traditional schoolhouse instruction, 
including access to real equipment, 
opportunities to observe and participate 
in live evolutions, availability of expert 
personnel, and exposure to the ship’s 
culture.  
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Although there are many advantages for SWO trainees who learn 
onboard ship, there are also added responsibilities for the ship.  With 
this in mind, DIVO at Sea Training is designed to minimize 
requirements for the ship.  DIVO at Sea Training is self-paced and 
self-directed and requires you to take responsibility for your learning 
as you progress toward qualification as a Surface Warfare Division 
Officer.  Although it is primarily up to you to establish your course of 
action and assume responsibility for it, shipboard personnel provide 
support and guidance during your training.   

Course Elements 

The program is structured around a unique set of instructional and 
support elements available to both you and the ship to assist you in 
completing the training program.    

Course Elements 

• Trainee Orientation Computer Based Training 
(CBT) (CD 2) 

• Trainee Handbook (CD 2) 

• Ship’s Handbook (CD 1) 

• Shipboard Orientation for Mentors CBT (CD 1) 

• Leadership Handbook (Print) 

• Individual Development Plan (IDP) (CD 2) 

• Course Elements Cross Reference  (CD 2) 

• Interactive Courseware (ICW) (CD 3 and 
above) 

• Practicums  (CD 3 and above) 

• Practical Problems (CD 3 and above) 

• Case Studies (CD 3 and above) 

• Formal tests and informal performance 
assessments (CD 3 and above) 
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Equally as important as the tools is the experiential learning that will 
occur as you stand watch under instruction and perform the duties of 
an Assistant Division Officer.  During this experiential learning, you 
will be called upon to participate in both routine and unexpected 
events, and you will acquire valuable first-hand exposure to life 
onboard ship as it really happens. 
 
DIVO at Sea Training is a semi-structured, on-the-job-training 
program with built-in flexibility that allows you and your Commanding 
Officer to individualize training to best meet your needs and those of 
your ship. Which course elements you do and when you do them will 
be determined to a great extent by the ship class to which you have 
been assigned, your ship’s schedule, and your prior training and 
experience.  Although you will work with your mentors to lay out a 
training plan using your Individual Development Plan (IDP), there will 
be times when unforeseen events will require you to adjust that plan.  
The design of the program easily accommodates such changes.  
 
The course content is organized by modules (Appendix A).  Each 
module contains ICW, practicums, p ractical problems, and a module 
test.  The ICW provides foundational knowledge, the practicums help 
place that knowledge within the context of your ship, and the 
practical problems require problem-solving skills intended to help 
you think about application of the information in a problem situation.  
Ideally, you would work through the module ICW, then the module 
practicums, the module practical problems, and finally the module 
test.  However, you may progress in random order except for Module 
11:  MOBOARDS, where it is recommended that you adhere to a 
linear progression from ICW to practicums to practical problems for 
each lesson before moving on to the next lesson. 
 
Additional expertise is acquired through completion of a series of 
case studies during the course of your training. These case studies 
are comprised of complex, real-world problem scenarios that require 
you to integrate content from several modules. They should be 
completed after you have gained the knowledge and experience 
necessary to do so successfully. 
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The flexibility of the DIVO at Sea Training program allows for 
different approaches for using the course elements.  For example, if 
you have extensive Navy shipboard experience, you may find it 
unnecessary to complete the ICW to perform well on the module 
tests and comprehensive exam. You might choose to go directly to 
the practicums and practical problems.  Also, an unanticipated 
evolution may require your participation before you have had a 
chance to do the associated ICW, practicums, or practical problems.  
In this case, you could jump to the related ICW prior to the evolution 
and complete the associated practicums during the evolution.  Or, 
you could do the practicums associated with that evolution before 
reviewing the ICW or the practical problems.  There may even be 
times when you will feel that what you have learned during an 
evolution is adequate and that completing the ICW is unnecessary 
for you to perform well on the module tests and comprehensive 
exam.  With guidance from your mentors, you will have to decide 
how to progress through the training in the manner best suited to 
your individual learning needs. 
 
Performance takes precedence over length of time in the DIVO at 
Sea Training program.  Although the anticipated time to complete the 
program is 6 to 15 months, the program is designed to allow you to 
progress as rapidly as possible.  However, before returning to 
SWOS to complete your training, you must do the following: 
 

• Complete all practicums, practical problems, and case studies 

• Perform satisfactorily (80%) on all module tests  

• Demonstrate leadership capabilities 

• Qualify as Officer of the Deck Underway 

• Be recommended by your ship’s CO  
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Mentors 

Trainee Orientation CBT 

Trainee Handbook 

Ship Orientation for Mentors CBT 

Ship’s Handbook 

Leadership Handbook 

Course Elements Cross Reference  
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• Support elements are available to help 

you and the ship navigate the training 
program 

 
• You should begin the training program 

by reviewing the Trainee Orientation 
CBT 

 
• Shipboard personnel should become 

familiar with all of the program 
support elements 

 
• Shipboard personnel should begin 

their familiarization with the training 
program by reviewing the Shipboard 
Mentor Orientation CBT  
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An integral part of the DIVO at Sea Training program are the 
support elements which are designed to help you and the ship 
navigate successfully through the program.  The support elements 
are listed and discussed below.    
 

• Mentors 
• Trainee Orientation Computer-Based Training (CBT) (CD 2) 
• Trainee Handbook (CD 2) 
• Shipboard Mentor Orientation Computer-Based Training 

(CBT) (CD 1) 
• Ship’s Handbook (CD 1) 
• Leadership Handbook (Print) 
• Course Elements Cross Reference (CD 2) 

Mentors 

There are two types of mentors, primary and technical.  Primary 
mentors provide leadership, guidance, and support.  You will be 
assigned one primary mentor at the discretion of the CO.  Primary 
mentors should be experienced officers who can mentor you 
regarding your professional development and should mentor you 
throughout the DIVO at Sea Training program.  You will meet 
frequently with your primary mentor to update her or him on your 
progress and professional development.  Your Individual 
Development Plan (IDP) provides a suggested structure for these 
meetings (see chapter 5). You are responsible for preparing 
your IDP and approaching your primary mentor to establish 
meeting times to do this.   
 
You will have multiple technical mentors.  Technical mentors 
are officers and enlisted with technical expertise. They 
provide leadership and technical skills support and training.  
As you work on practicums, practical problems, and case 
studies, you will rely on technical mentors to answer 
questions and provide guidance and feedback on your work. 
 

Mentors play a key role in the success of the DIVO at Sea 
Training program.  Course materials provide you with minimal 
feedback to ensure you are learning correctly.  However, 
mentors can quickly correct misconceptions, model expertise, 
demonstrate leadership competencies, and keep you on the right 
track.  Mentors are a critical human element that course materials 
cannot duplicate, and they are fundamental to your successful 
development as a Division Officer.      

Mentor Summary 
• There are two types of 

mentors 
 

♦ Primary Mentors 
♦ Technical Mentors 

 

• Mentors have a key role in 
the success of the DIVO at 
Sea Training program. 
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Trainee Orientation CBT 
 
The Trainee Orientation, 
located on CD 2, is a 
short interactive CBT 
course that provides a 
quick overview and 
introduces you to the 
DIVO at Sea Training 
program.  You should 
complete this ICW at the 
outset of your training.   
 

Trainee Handbook 

The Trainee Handbook (the document you are currently in) provides 
detailed information about the DIVO at Sea Training program.  You 
will likely use the Trainee Handbook as a reference tool.  It is 
available electronically as a .pdf file. 
 

Ship Orientation for Mentors CBT 

The Ship Orientation for Mentors CBT, located on CD 1,  is a short 
ICW designed to inform ship’s personnel about the role of mentoring 
in the DIVO at Sea Training program.  It contains a brief explanation 
of the DIVO at Sea 
Training program and 
provides important 
information about the 
general roles and 
responsibilities of 
mentors as well as the 
specific roles and 
responsibilities of both 
primary and technical 
mentors (Appendix  F) 
with regard to specific 
instructional elements 
(ICW, practicums, practical problems, etc.). All personnel who may 
serve as primary and/or technical mentors should review this ICW. 
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Ship’s Handbook 

The Ship’s Handbook, located on CD 1, provides a detailed 
explanation of the DIVO at Sea Training program.  Among the 
topics covered are the goals and description of the program, the 
roles and responsibilities of key personnel, specific program 
elements, procedures for accessing the course 
materials, assessment of trainees’ 
performance, and maintenance of trainees’ 
records.  Personnel who will be administering 
the program should review this handbook and 
keep it on hand as a reference.  Also, 
Appendices D and E contain suggested 
answers for the practical problems and case 
studies.   

Leadership Handbook 

The Leadership Handbook covers those 
competencies identified by the Navy as 
essential elements of leadership.  Based on the 
Basic Officer Leadership Course, the 
Leadership Handbook is intended for use as a 
resource, review, and reference guide.  The 
handbook can also be used as a tool to support 
you as you complete practicums, practical 
problems, and case studies, and in your 
preparation for your role as a leader and 
Surface Warfare Officer.  This handbook is 
available in print format.  
 

Course Elements Cross Reference 

As evolutions come up, you can do a search using the Course 
Elements Cross Reference, located on CD 2, to identify which 
lessons, practicums, and practical problems relate to your ship’s 
evolutions. You can then access related ICW prior to the 
evolution to be better prepared for what you are about to 
experience.  You can also look over the related practicums and/
or practical problems in order to be better prepared to complete 
those requirements with the evolutions. 
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• Each element has a distinct 

instructional intent to support 
learning in an operational 
environment 

 
• Components are flexible to 

accommodate the needs of the 
trainee and the ship 

 
• Practicums, practical problems, case 

studies, and the module tests are 
required elements, and completion 
must be documented 
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DIVO At Sea Training is comprised of the following instructional 
elements: 

• Individual Development Plan  

• Interactive Courseware 

• Practicums 

• Practical Problems 

• Case Studies 

• Shipboard Experiences 

• Assessment 

INDIVIDUAL DEVELOPMENT PLAN (IDP) —— 
You should begin your program of study with the IDP and should 
work with your primary mentor to establish a plan of action using the 
tools provided in the IDP.  These tools allow you to plan and track 
your progress while coordinating with the ship’s training plan and 
provide a vehicle for communicating with your primary mentor.  One 
of the tools is a projected course timeline you will create with the help 
of your primary mentor. Your timeline will help you estimate and track 
your progress through the program.  The Competency Assessment 
Form (Appendix G) will help you to track 
your progress in the development of your 
technical and professional competencies 
and will help you to prepare for formal 
evaluations with your primary mentor 
during the DIVO at Sea Training program.  
(For more in-depth information about the 
IDP, see chapter 5 of this handbook.) 

IDP Summary 

• You should complete your IDP with help 
from your primary mentor at the 
beginning of your  training 

• Tools in the IDP help you to formulate a 
plan and track your progress 
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INTERACTIVE COURSEWARE (ICW) ———– 
The ICW provides foundational 
knowledge for the tests, 
practicums, practical problems, 
case studies, and PQS signoffs.  
The content is linked to the 100- 
and 200-level PQS, and 
understanding the content in the 
ICW will help you prepare for 
your SWO qualification. 

 

The ICW is self-paced to allow 
you to progress at your own 
speed.  Also, the ICW is self-
directed, meaning you must 
decide, perhaps with the advice 
of your mentors, which onscreen 
lessons you need to complete.  

Your previous training and experiences will impact 
which modules you review.  The ICW modules are 
ordered in a recommended sequence but can be 
studied in any order.  The order in which you complete 
modules will be influenced by your ship’s schedule 
and your Division Officer responsibilities.  (The table 
in Appendix A shows the modules, topics, practicums, 
and practical problems.)  

 
Knowledge checks appear throughout the ICW 
lessons to provide immediate feedback on material 
you are learning. The purpose of the  knowledge 
checks are to provide you with a chance to 
intermittently check your understanding of the 
material.  Knowledge checks are not meant to be 
quizzes, and performance is not recorded.  If you 
have difficulty answering the knowledge checks 
correctly, you should consider going back through the 
lesson or consult a mentor for additional explanation. 

ICW Summary 

• Provides foundational knowledge 

• Linked to 100- and 200-level PQS 

• Self-paced and self-directed 

• Can be accessed and completed in 
any order, but a recommended 
order is provided  

• Contains knowledge checks 
throughout to provide intermittent 
feedback 
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PRACTICUMS ——————— 
Practicums provide opportunities for you to get 
out from behind the computer and apply 
knowledge and skills you learn about in each 
module of the ICW.  While completing the 
activities called for in the practicums - tracing systems, locating 
documents and equipment, shadowing and observing shipboard 
personnel, and observing various activities - you will become 
knowledgeable about your ship.  
 
Crossdecking activities are recommended in some practicums 
where learning about other ships’ equipment and 
capabilities is beneficial.  Specific activities to be 
accomplished on the other ship are provided in the 
practicum.  Although crossdecking activities are not 
required to finish a practicum, they are strongly 
recommended if the opportunity can be arranged. 
(See Appendix B for an example of a practicum with 
a crossdecking section.) 
 
Information in the header of each practicum indicates 
the associated module name, topic names, related 
enabling objectives, and related PQS items.  A single 
practicum may cover material in more than one 
lesson within a module.  The topic names, enabling 
objectives, and related PQS items direct you to the 
content being covered by the practicum and the 
related ICW modules and lessons you should review.  
The identified, related PQS numbers help you to 
identify which PQS items you are preparing for.  You 
may want to have PQS items signed off as you 
complete the practicums.   
 
Leadership competencies are integrated into the 
practicums.  In the header of each practicum there is 
a box indicating which leadership competencies are 
addressed in the practicum.  Activities and questions 
within the practicum will direct you to observe the 
identified leadership competencies in action.  If you 
are unclear about how the competencies are relevant 
to the practicum, you should discuss the 
competencies with your mentor and/or refer to the Leadership 
Handbook for more information about leadership. 

Practicum Summary 

• A required element and completion 
must be recorded 

• Provide you an opportunity to apply 
knowledge and skills to your own 
ship 

• Linked to ICW modules, lessons, 
and PQS items 

• Can be completed at any time 

• Can be completed in conjunction 
with PQS items 

• May include crossdecking activities  

• Allow you to observe identified 
leadership competencies in action  

• Allow for feedback from technical 
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Any practicum is available to you at any time during training.  If you 
have a strong experience base, you may decide to do the 
practicums early in your training.  If you start doing a practicum and 
find you are having difficulty because you don’t understand the 
content, you should stop, go to the ICW to get foundational 
knowledge, and return to the practicum to finish.   
 

You will need to print out the practicums and take them around the 
ship as you complete the required activities and answer questions.  
Answers to some of the practicums are confidential, and you should 
keep in mind how you are to handle sensitive information.  Answers 
to the practicum questions are generally specific to your ship, 
therefore no answers are provided for the practicums.  It is 
important, therefore, that you ask a technical mentor for feedback on 
your answers.  
 
Once you have received feedback on your answers, successful 
completion should then be recorded to become part of your periodic 
progress reports that will be sent to SWOS.        
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PRACTICAL PROBLEMS ————– 

Practical problems are made up of one or more 
real-world scenarios that put you in a decision-
making situation.  Solving practical problems 
allows you to apply knowledge learned from the ICW, practicums, 
and shipboard experiences.   
 
While formulating solutions, you will have opportunities to 
interact with your mentors and other shipboard personnel.  
Mentors should offer their observations about the scenario and 
share any related sea stories.  You are encouraged to work with 
other trainees, as the process of discussing different approaches 
with a variety of personnel offering different perspectives is a 
valuable part of the learning process. (See Appendix C for an 
example of a practical problem.) 
 
Information in the header of each practical problem is the 
same as that in the practicums (module, topic, etc.) and 
should be used in the same manner.  Like the practicums, 
practical problems can be completed whenever you are 
ready.   
 
Leadership competencies are integrated into each practical 
problem.  In the header of each practical problem there is a 
box indicating which leadership competencies are 
addressed.  Next to each leadership competency is a letter 
code.  Each question in the practical problem has a letter 
code indicating which leadership competency is addressed 
by the question.  You should be aware of how these 
leadership competencies are relevant to solving the 
problem, and your mentors can help you to understand the 
relevance.  You should also check in the Leadership 
Handbook for pertinent information. 
 
You will need to print out the practical problems so that you can 
take notes as you work through them.  The answers to some 
practical problems are confidential, and you should take care 
that you handle sensitive information appropriately.  Suggested 
answers to the practical problems are provided in Appendices D 
and E of the Ship’s Handbook, however, you should also go to 
your mentors to get feedback on your answers to ensure they 
are correct.  Once you receive feedback, successful completion 
should be recorded in your record and integrated into your 
periodic progress reports for SWOS.   

 

Practical Problem 
Summary 

• A required element and 
completion must be 
recorded 

• Require decision making 
using real-world problem 
scenarios 

• Encourage collaboration, 
a valuable part of the 
learning experience 

• Linked to ICW modules, 
lessons, and PQS 

• Can be completed at any 
time 

• Encourage you to 
consider the application 
of leadership 
competencies in your 
solutions  

• Answers can be found in 
the appendices of the 
Ship’s Handbook, but 
you are also encouraged 
to ask your mentors for 
feedback 
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 CASE STUDIES ——————– 
Case studies present complex, real-world 
scenarios that require you  to integrate and 
apply content across the course modules.  
Case studies are designed to challenge you 
and give you an opportunity to stretch your problem-solving skills.  
Case studies are not intended to be culminating activities in which 
you demonstrate thorough mastery of course content through your 
solutions (although technical accuracy is always required).  Rather, 
the case study analysis process allows you to explore different 
perspectives, consider the many issues related to the problems 
presented, and talk through your ideas with your peers and more 
experienced personnel.  This learning experience will allow you to 
exercise professional and technical competencies in a “safe” 
environment.   
 
The case analysis process is an important part of this learning 
experience and collaboration is encouraged as a necessary part of 
the case analysis.  You are encouraged to work with others when 
possible.  Also, you are  encouraged to seek advice and feedback 
from experienced personnel.  Your ship’s personnel are also 
encouraged to interact with you.   
 
Because professional competencies are developed during the case 
analysis, each case study indicates the professional competencies 
addressed by the case.  This information can be found in the 
Learning Objectives and the Evaluation Criteria sections of each 
case and should be reviewed before starting your analysis.  In 
addition, you will exercise specific leadership competencies during 
the case analysis and consider leadership issues in your case 
solutions.  As with the practical problems, the leadership 
competencies and a letter code appear in the header of each case.  
A letter code will appear at the end of each question, indicating 
which leadership competency is addressed by the question.  
Purposeful efforts to develop professional competencies are an 
important part of your professional development.  You should make 
a conscientious effort to recognize how these professional 
competencies are required by the case. 
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Successful analysis of the case studies will require you to 
understand the content in the related modules (as indicated in the 
box at the top of each case).  However, you may work on the cases 
whenever you are ready.  If you begin a case and find you need 
additional background knowledge, you can put 
the case aside and pick it back up when you 
are ready.  You may want to read through all 
the cases early in your training so that when 
you come across relevant content in the other 
elements, you can note the relevance to the 
case.   
 
Recommended answers to the case study 
questions are included in Appendix E of the 
Ship’s Handbook; however, you are 
encouraged to seek input from your mentors to 
expand on these answers.  In some cases, 
questions are ship-specific and will require a 
mentor to provide answers.  Once your mentor 
and you are satisfied with your  answers, each 
of you should complete your case study 
evaluation separately (a form included in the 
case), then meet to compare and discuss your 
results.  Successful completion of the case 
study should be recorded in your record and 
integrated into your periodic progress reports 
that will be sent to SWOS.  
 

SHIPBOARD EXPERIENCES —— 
Learning on the job has always been an 
important training tool for the Navy.  The DIVO 
at Sea Training program builds on this tradition 
by providing tools to help you take full 
advantage of your shipboard experiences.  For 
example, the ICW helps you to be better 
prepared for your experiences, and the 
practicums help you to focus on the important 
aspects of your training and the various 
activities of your ship.  

Case Study Summary 

• A required element and completion must 
be recorded 

• More complex than practical problems 
and put you in more demanding 
situations 

• Stretch you beyond your comfort zone 
and/or abilities  

• Help you recognize and understand the 
integration of content areas through case 
study analysis 

• Capitalize on cumulative knowledge 
gained from ICW lessons, practicums, 
and practical problems across modules 

• Require decision making using real-world 
scenarios 

• Emphasize development, not mastery, of 
professional and technical competencies 

• Encourage collaboration, a valuable part 
of the learning experience  

• Help you apply and develop professional 
and specific leadership competencies 

• May be attempted at any time (you can 
proceed or retreat as often as necessary) 

• Suggested answers are in Appendix E of 
the Ship’s Handbook, but you are 
encouraged to ask your mentors for 
additional feedback 

• Evaluation addresses the case analysis 
process rather than just your solution 
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Shipboard experiences also offer you the advantage of immediately 
applying or observing the application of what you are learning . The 
more effort you put into preparing for or reflecting on each 
experience, the more you will learn and the faster you will complete 
the DIVO at Sea Training requirements. 
 

ASSESSMENT —————————————— 
DIVO at Sea Training assessments are designed to provide you 
feedback on what you are learning (informal assessments) and to 
provide the Navy with an indication of what you have learned (formal 
assessments).  These assessments work in tandem with the PQS 
program to ensure that the you have learned the foundational 
knowledge required of a Surface Warfare Officer. 
 
You may take a module test whenever you are ready. However, you 
must attain a score of 80 percent on each module test to pass.  
Module tests must be retaken until you achieve a score of 80 
percent. 

Shipboard Experiences 
Summary 

• Connect learning to actual job 
performance requirements 

• Take advantage of existing ship’s 
activities 

• Allow trainees to make productive 
contributions to the ship’s company 

• Allow trainees to demonstrate 
mastery of required knowledge and 
skills through PQS signoff 

• Encourage trainees to use what 
they are learning through the other 
instructional elements (ICW, 
practicums, etc.) 
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The optional comprehensive exam can be taken after you and 
your mentors agree that you have mastered all course content.  
The comprehensive exam is made up of questions from each 
module (a review of all ICW prior to the comprehensive test would 
be a good review for you).   
 
Module tests are intended to be completed alone without help 
from any materials or personnel.  Proctoring of the module tests is 
left to the discretion of the ship. Tests, which are not timed, can 
be taken any time you are 
ready. There is no advantage in 
rushing to take a test before you 
are adequately prepared. You 
should remember that you are 
responsible for the information 
contained in these tests, not just 
to complete the course 
requirements, but to become a 
SWO. Getting outside help to 
achieve a passing score on the 
module tests will not benefit you 
in the long run.    
 
In addition to acceptable 
performance on the DIVO at 
Sea Training tests, you must 
show you know the content 
through your PQS sign offs, 
OOD Underway Qualification 
Board, and ultimately your SWO 
Qualification Board.   

Assessment Summary 

• Formal and informal  

• Ensure knowledge mastery required by the 
course and ensure you are prepared to return 
to SWOS for further training 

• Informal assessments provide feedback 
regarding how well you are learning course 
content; level of performance is not recorded.  
Informal assessments are: 

♦ Knowledge checks 

♦ Professional and technical feedback from 
mentors on practicums, practical 
problems, and case studies 

♦ Self-assessment of professional skills 
through the IDP 

♦ Comprehensive exam 

• Formal assessments provide an indication of 
what you have learned and performance is 
recorded.  Formal assessments are: 

♦ Module tests (80 percent correct to pass 
and must be retaken until a passing grade 
is achieved) 

♦ PQS sign off 

♦ OOD Underway Qualification 

♦ CO recommendation 
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Key Points 

Trainee Roles and Responsibilities 

Shipboard Personnel Roles and Responsibilities  
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• You are responsible for your own 
learning 

 
• Shipboard personnel have key support 

roles 
 
• Mentors provide support and 

guidance  
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SWO Trainee 
 
Responsibility for completing the DIVO at Sea Training program 
rests primarily on your shoulders. Although you will have the support 
and assistance of shipboard personnel, in particular that of your 
primary and technical mentors, you are expected to take a proactive 
stance and to set your own course of action. You are encouraged to 
take the following initial steps: 
 

• Complete the Trainee Orientation CBT  
• Become familiar with the instructional elements on the DIVO 

at Sea Training program CDs 
• Initiate a meeting with your primary mentor and establish your 

Individual Development Plan (IDP)  
• Begin work on DIVO at Sea Training instructional elements 

(ICW, practicums, practical problems, case studies) and track 
your progress 

 
Once training begins, you are expected to: 

• Be resourceful 
• Attempt to resolve issues regarding your training on your 

own.  If you require additional help, you should communicate 
your training needs to your primary mentor or a designated 
person onboard the ship  

• Seek out technical help when you need it  
• Initiate conversations with experienced personnel to benefit 

from their years of experience 
• Be prepared for all training exercises.  Prior to an 

observation, shadowing, crossdecking, watch standing under 
instruction, etc., you should determine the goals of the 
exercise and understand exactly how you will benefit from the 
exercise.  For example, when assigned to observe an 
evolution, you should prepare by understanding where and 
whom you should observe and what to focus on.  This 
information is available in the training materials, although you 
should look to your mentors for additional input 

• Adjust training to complement the schedule of the ship 
• Evaluate your professional development and progress 

through the course periodically 
• Manage your time effectively 
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Schoolhouse Liaison 

The Surface Warfare Officer Schoolhouse (SWOS) will designate a 
liaison who will interact with personnel on your ship regarding DIVO 
at Sea Training issues.   
 

Shipboard Coordinator 

Each ship should have a Shipboard Coordinator who will assume 
primary responsibility for administration of the DIVO at Sea Training 
program. Program duties will include: 
 

• Administration of module tests and the comprehensive 
exam 

• Coordination with mentors and other personnel to 
resolve training issues  

• Generation of program status reports to keep SWOS 
apprised of your progress 

Mentors 

Shipboard personnel will serve as mentors. 
 

• Mentors are assigned at the 
discretion of the CO, and may 
serve as primary and/or technical 
mentors 

• Primary mentors will be 
experienced officers and will 
provide leadership, guidance, 
support, and feedback  

• Technical mentors will be 
experienced officers or enlisted 
personnel and will provide 
technical skills training, support, 
feedback, and leadership 

 
The support and guidance of mentors in the DIVO at Sea Training 
program is  critical to your success.  
 
General and specific mentor responsibilities are described in the 
tables in Appendix F. 
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Key Points 

Working with Mentors 

Using the IDP Tools 

Projected Course Timeline 

Competency Assessment Form  
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• The IDP will help you to establish a 

plan of action 
 
• The Projected Course Timeline and 

the Competency Assessment Form 
are tools designed to help you set 
goals, assess your personal strengths 
and weaknesses, and track your 
progress 

 
• You should work closely with your 

primary mentor to establish your IDP 
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PURPOSE ——————————————— 

The Individual Development Plan (IDP) will assist you in assessing 
your professional and technical competencies throughout the DIVO 
at Sea Training program.  You should use the IDP to:  

• Set specific goals  

• Assess your strengths and weaknesses 

• Track your progress and take action to meet your goals  

• Develop self-assessment skills  

• Promote growth of your leadership skills  

• Identify resources to further your development 

• Provide input for meetings with your mentors 

 

IDP TOOLS —————————————— 

The IDP consists of two self-development tools:  

Projected Course Timeline created by you with the 
help of your primary mentor to use as a plan of action 
for maneuvering through training  
 
Competency Assessment Form (Appendix G) to help 
identify your  strengths and weaknesses, set and 
achieve your goals, and assess your progress 

 

WORKING WITH YOUR PRIMARY MENTOR — 
Throughout the course, you will interact with various mentors.  
Sometimes mentors will be assigned, other times you may simply 
turn to someone more experienced for guidance.  Ultimately, it is 
your responsibility to get the information and guidance you need.  
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Primary Mentor 

Your primary mentor will assume a more traditional role as a teacher, coach, 
and role model who will provide guidance regarding your development in all 
areas.  Primary mentors will work closely with you throughout the course and 
will assist you during the IDP process.  Typically, you will have only one 
primary mentor but may have several technical mentors at any one time.    
 
During the initial meeting with your primary mentor, you will review your IDP 
to ensure that you understand your responsibilities.  This review will also help 
establish your relationship with your mentor. You and your primary mentors 
should: 

• Agree on an initial projected course timeline  

• Verbalize any expectations you have about the course or your 
relationship with each other 

• Establish ground rules, including how often to meet  

• Schedule future meetings  
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PLANNING AND TRACKING PROGRESS WITH 
THE PROJECTED COURSE TIMELINE ————– 

Planning  

The sequence in which modules are completed depends on your 
ship’s schedule. You should work with your primary mentor to 
establish a timeline for completing all interactive courseware (ICW) 
modules, practicums, practical problems, case studies, and 
corresponding PQS.  The projected course plan should be 
developed as follows: 

♦ Initially, review your ship’s training plan 

♦ Plan training opportunities to take advantage of 
your ship’s schedule  

♦ Plot expected completion times for each module. 
Use expected completion as a reference for 
assessing your progress throughout the course   

Tracking Progress 

You should track completion of all elements of the Division Officer at 
Sea Training program.  At a 
minimum, you should do the 
following: 
 
• Track your daily progress for 

each of the course elements  
 
• At regular intervals, identify 

modules, practicums, 
practical problems, and case 
studies you still need to 
complete  
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ASSESSING DEVELOPMENT WITH THE 
COMPETENCY ASSESSMENT FORM ————– 
A major component of the IDP is the process of self-assessment. 
The Competency Assessment Form consists of questions to help 
you set and achieve goals in the following three areas, as indicated 
on the actual form:  

• Tracking Progress  

• Technical Competencies  

• Professional Competencies   

The mentoring process provides an opportunity for you to discuss 
your goals and achievements in each of these areas.  Goals you set 
in the three different areas may be quite different.  For example, 
goals for tracking progress are likely to be time-related (e.g., 
qualifying for OOD Inport in two months).  Technical competency 
goals relate to specific areas such as developing proficiencies in 
MOBOARD skills or administrative tasks. Professional competency 
goals focus on a range of skills that can take years to develop.  The 
professional competencies listed on the sheet are the same as 
those appearing on the Navy’s FITREP.   
 
The Competency Assessment Form provides questions designed to 
focus your attention on factors that help or hinder the 
accomplishment of your goals.  It is recommended that you 
complete an assessment form each time before meeting with your 
primary mentor.   
 
The Competency Assessment Form is in Appendix G. 
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Key Points 

CD Contents 

Accessing Program Elements  
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• Contents of the DIVO at Sea Training 

program CDs 
 
• Accessing program instruction and 

support elements  
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DIVO AT SEA TRAINING PROGRAM CDS —— 
The following items are located on the CDs provided in the DIVO at 
Sea Training program package of CDs: 

GETTING STARTED ——————————–— 
 

The first thing you should do to begin using the DIVO at Sea Training 
program is to complete the Course Registration on CD One.   
 
The next step is to create a floppy disk for storing your data.  You will 
need this disk every time you begin a session.  To create your 
storage disk, follow the instructions below.  
 

• Place the Trainee Administration CD (CD 2) in the CD Rom 
drive of your computer.  Place a disk in the floppy drive.  If the 
CD does not auto start, complete the following steps: 

 
A.   Go to the CD drive on your computer  
B.   Double-click on the file named index.html 
 

• If the Security Warning page appears, click yes. 
 
• If the “Specify Data File” screen appears, click the browse 

button. 
 
• When the “Load File” screen appears, browse to the floppy 

drive and create with the file extension .erc, for example:  
A:\YourName.erc.   
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CD 1:  
Shipboard Coordinator 

Administration 

CD 2:  
Trainee Administration 

CD 3 and above: 
Program Instructional 

Elements 

• Program Overview (.pdf) • Trainee Orientation (CBT) • ICW, Practicums, Practical 
Problems and Tests for all 
Modules 

• Shipboard Orientation for 
Mentors (CBT) 

• Trainee Handbook (.pdf) • All Case Studies 

• Ship’s Handbook • Course Elements Cross 
Reference (.pdf) 

 

• Course Registration    
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• Click the “Open” button for the file you have created. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

**This will be your personal disk that will be used to store 
data.  You MUST keep up with this disk. You will need it to 
log on each time you use the resources and instructional 
elements in the program. All of your course data will be 
saved to this disk. You should maintain a backup of this 
information on another disk or a hard drive. 
 
• Click on the menu item of your choice to begin. 
 
• When you are finished with your session, be sure to save your 

data to your floppy disks.  
 

ACCESSING ELEMENTS —————————– 
 

Insert a DIVO at Sea Training program instructional elements or 
support elements CD.   
 

• To access program support elements (e.g., Trainee Orientation 
CBT), simply open the element you wish to review.   

 
• If accessing instructional elements, you should insert the data 

storage disk in the floppy drive. 
 

• You will be asked to specify a data file.  Make sure the .erc 
file you created on your floppy is selected and click OK.   

 
• The menu showing the contents of the CD will appear.  If 

you see a plus (+) sign, click it to see additional sub-menu 
items. 

 
• Click a menu item to begin study. 
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Key Points 

Accessing the ICW Instructional Modules 

ICW Screens 

ICW Navigation  
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• How to access instructional ICW 

modules 
 
• Typical ICW screens  
 
• Navigating the ICW (buttonology) 
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ACCESSING THE ICW —————————– 
 
All ICW self-paced course materials are accessed from the CDs that 
were issued. 
 
Every topic contains the following elements: 
 

             Topic Introduction screen 

Topic Menu screen 

Topic Overview/PQS screen 

Topic Content Screens  

Topic Knowledge Checks 

Topic Summary Screen 

 
Remember:  You must initialize your floppy disks in order for your 
progress/work to be saved. 

Introduction Screen 

Each topic begins with an Introduction screen to focus the user and 
generate interest in the topic content. 
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Topic Menu Screen 

The topic menu, also called MAIN MENU, is usually the second or 
third screen of any lesson. The topic menu lists the main content 
areas to be covered.  Any topic can be accessed by clicking on that 
topic.  

Overview/PQS Screen 

The overview/PQS screen provides a description of the content for 
each topic.  All relevant PQS items will be listed below the overview 
statement.  If there are no relevant PQS items for a given topic, 
objectives will be shown in support of topic content. 
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Topic Content Screen 

The topic content screen begins the actual lesson. 

Topic Knowledge Checks 

Most every topic includes intermittent knowledge checks to verify 
understanding of the material.  Knowledge checks will be in several 
formats: multiple choice, drag and drop, etc.  There are two chances 
to choose the correct answer on multiple choice questions.  
Unsatisfactory performance on the knowledge checks may indicate 
a need to repeat the ICW material.  Knowledge checks will not be 
scored or checked but feedback will be provided.  
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Topic Summary Screen 

Summary screens, presented at the end of each topic, are used to 
summarize key content from the topic. The NEXT button will return 
the user to the MAIN MENU.   

NAVIGATING THE ICW —————————– 
 
Every ICW training module will have a HELP button which will give 
information on how to navigate through the lessons. Specific 
information includes: 
 

• Topic Menu or Main Menu 
• Lesson Title Bar 
• Overview/objectives/PQS Screen 
• Animations 
• Audio 
• Decision Screens or Sub-menus 
• Hot Spots 
• Hot Text 
• Knowledge Checks 
• Screen Resolution 
• Warnings, Cautions, and Notes 

 
The diagram on the next page shows the navigation options 
available. 
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A. EXIT - Click this button to exit the program 

 

B. GLOSSARY - This button provides terminology information 
for the entire course 

 

C. REFERENCES - Provides information about the references 
for each topic with links to related topics 

 

D. HELP - Provides information about courseware navigation 
and conventions  

 

E. W/C/N - Prompt for warning, caution, and notes information 
specific to the topic item under study 

 

F. PLAY - This button initiates an animation 
 

G. MENU - This option allows you to return to the main menu for 
the topic or to the menu for the sub-section in which you are 
working 

 

H. BACK - This option allows you to return to the previous 
screen 

 

I.    NEXT - This option takes you to the next section 
 

  A       B            C        D                    E        F         G       H       I 
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Key Points 

Module Tests and Comprehensive Exam 

Required Standard of Performance 

Administration of Tests  
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• There are two kinds of tests:  

module tests and an optional 
comprehensive exam 

 
• Standard of performance is 80 

percent correct on module tests  
 
• Module tests are on the DIVO at 

Sea Training CDs 
 
• Comprehensive exam can be 

administered by the Shipboard 
Coordinator at the COs request 
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MODULE TESTS ————————————— 
 
Modules tests are housed on the DIVO at Sea Training program 
CDs in the module menu . They should be taken after you have 
worked through the ICW, the practicums, and the practical problems 
for each of the training modules.  A minimum score of 80 percent 
correct is required on all module tests, and you must retake these 
tests until you have achieved this level of performance.  
 
The number of test questions on a module test is shown in the title 
bar at the top of the screen.  You can answer questions in any order, 
and you can also look at the questions before beginning to answer 
them.  If you prefer to work through the test questions in a linear 
manner, you may do so by using the NEXT button in the top right-
hand corner of the screen.  The option to return to a test question 
and change the answer is available at any time until you click the 
SCORE TEST button.  
 
Once all questions have been answered and you click the SCORE 
TEST button, performance feedback will be provided.   
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Questions answered incorrectly will be referenced with module 
information so that you can return to course content for additiona l 
study.  The screen capture below is an example of a feedback 
screen. The yellow lines indicate the degree of accuracy of a 
hypothetical trainee’s answers to questions from topics 1.01 and 
1.02 in Module 1. 

After completing a module test, your test data will automatically be 
recorded on the floppy you have created for this purpose (see 
Chapter 6). Your floppy is then submitted to the Shipboard 
Coordinator (or other person designated by the ship) so that your 
scores can be recorded and sent to SWOS. No credit will be given 
for modules completed until data have been sent to SWOS. 
 

COMPREHENSIVE EXAM ————————— 
After you have comple ted training program instructional elements 
and successfully completed the module tests, you may request to 
take the comprehensive exam. The comprehensive exam is obtained 
by the ship’s Shipboard Coordinator from SWOS and is available for 
the CO to gauge trainees’ level of knowledge. 
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Key Points 

Data Generation 

Data Reporting  
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• Data reporting is the responsibility of 

the Shipboard Coordinator or other 
individual designated by the CO 

 
• Trainee responsibility is to provide data 

from your data storage disk to the 
Shipboard Coordinator 
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DATA COLLECTION AND REPORT TRANSFER  

Data reporting is the responsibility of the Shipboard Coordinator or 
whoever is designated by the Commanding Officer.  However, you 
are responsible for providing the Shipboard Coordinator with your 
data storage disk to update his or her records.   
 

• You should hand deliver your training data to the Shipboard 
Coordinator, normally via delivery of your data storage disk 
containing your training data files.  

 
• These data will be used to generate reports that are sent to 

SWOS. 

CHAPTER 9:  
DATA REPORTING 
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Module Topic (ICW Lessons) Practicums Practical Problems 

1. Damage 
Control 

1.01      Introduction and Basic 
            First Aid 
1.02      Compartmentalization 
            & WTI 
1.03      Firemain & Drainage 
            Systems 
1.04      Stability 
1.05      Portable Dewatering 
            Eqpt. 
1.06      Shoring, Plugging, and 
            Patching 
1.07      Fires & Extinguishing  
            Agents 
1.08      The AFFF System 
1.09      Fixed DC Systems 
1.10      Portable DC Eqpt  
1.11      Personnel Protective  
            Eqpt 
1.12      Basic Gas Free 
            Engineering 
1.13      DC Organization and 
            Administration 
1.14      DC Comms & 
            Symbology  
1.15      Practical DC 
1.16      CBR-D: Protective 
            Eqpt 
1.17      CBR-D: Chemical, 
            Biological, 
            Radiological 

• DC Fittings  • Fixed Damage Control 
(DC) Systems 

• Damage Control (DC) 
Comms and Symbology  

2. OOD 
In Port 

2.01      Inport Watch 
            Organization 
2.02      Routine/Special 
            Evolutions  
2.03      Ship’s Emergencies/ 
            Security Threat 
2.04      Honors and 
            Ceremonies  
2.05      Small Boats 

• Quarterdeck Standard 
Equipment  

• Small Boat Launch and 
Recovery 

• Small Boat Inspection 

• Inport OOD 
• OOD Inport, Deck Log 

Maintenance 
• OOD Inport, Routine 

Procedures 
• OOD Inport, Emergency 

Evolutions  
• Honors and Ceremonies  

3. Underway 
Watch 
Organization: 
Bridge 

3.01      Surface Combat 
            Information Center 
3.02      U/W Watch 
            Organization 
3.03      U/W Bridge Watch 
            Relief 
3.04      Air Combat  
            Information Center 
3.05      Subsurface Combat 
            Information Center 
            (CIC) 
3.06      Special CIC Evolutions  

• Primary and Secondary 
Mission of CIC 

• TAO Familiarization 
• CIC Manning and Re-

sponsibilities  
• Shipboard EW Watch 

Structure 
• DRT Fundamentals 
• Ship Radars and Radar 

Repeaters  
• CIC Plots/ Status Boards  
• CIC Watch/Log Keeping 
• Interior Communications  
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Module Topics (ICW Lessons) Practicums Practical Problems 

  • Underway Watch Bill 
• Undersea Warfare Op-

erations 
• CIC Navigation Detail  
• CIC Special Evolutions 

(SAR) 
• Emissions Control 

(EMCON) 
• Aircraft Operations and 

Emergencies  
• Man Overboard from CIC 

 

4.  
Communication 

4.01      R/T Procedures 
4.02      Standard Commands  
4.03      Comms & the  
            Watchstander 
4.04      R/T Crypto Systems 
4.05      Bridge Eqpt  
4.06      Visual Comm 
4.07      ATP-1 & Pub 104 
4.08      Navy Pubs  

• Ratio/Telephone Proce-
dures 

• Bridge Standard Com-
mands  

• Communications Plan 
• CMS and the Watch-

stander 
• Bridge Equipment  
• Visual Signaling 
• Navy Publications  
• Standing Orders & Direc-

tives 
• OPGEN/OPORDER 

• ATP-1 (Vol II) Code and 
Encode 

5. Weather 5.01      Weather & the  
            Watchstander 

• Weather  

6. Rules of the 
Road 

6.01      Rules of the Road 
            (Rules 1-10) 
6.02      Lights and Dayshapes 
            (Rules 20-31) 
6.03      Steering and Sailing 
            Rules (Rules 11-18, 
            32-34, 36,37) 
6.04      Restricted Visibility 
            Sound & Conduct 
            (Rules 19 & 35) 

• Observation of Rules and 
Actions 

• Narrow Channel 
• Running Lights and Day 

Shapes 
• Meeting Situations  
• Sound Equipment  
• Low Visibility Bill 
• Low Visibility Sound Sig-

nals 

• Rules of the Road 
(Decision Making) 

• Rules of the Road (Risk 
of Collision) 

• Rules of the Road 
(Stand-on/Give-way) 

• Rules of the Road (Low 
Visibility Risks) 

7. Shiphandling 7.01      Shiphandling Alongside 
a Pier 

7.02      CONREP Conning 
7.03      Man Overboard 
            Procedures 
7.04      Emergency Action 

• Shiphandling Related 
Terms 

• CONREP Conning 
• Man Overboard 
• Emergency Actions 

• Ship’s Maneuvering 
Characteristics 

• CONREP 
• Man Overboard 
• Emergency Actions 

8. Terrestrial 
Navigation 

8.01      Charts and  
            Publications  
8.02      Basics of Time 
8.03      Tides and Currents 
8.04      Aids to Navigation 
8.05      Compasses 
8.06      Piloting I 
8.07      Piloting II 
8.08      Piloting III 
8.09      Navigation Detail  

• Nautical Publications & 
Messages  

• Nautical Charts 
• Review Harbor Charts 
• Nautical Websites 

(NIMA) 
• Chart Maintenance 
• Buoys and Lights 

• Terrestrial Navigation 
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Module Topics (ICW Lessons) Practicums Practical Problems 

 8.10      GPS 
8.11      The Future of 
            Electronic Navigation 
 

• Navigation Equipment  
• Navigation Bill  
• Anchoring Detail 
• Global Positioning Sys-

tem Equipment  

 

9. Celestial 
Navigation 

9.01      Sunrise and Sunset • Plotting a Celestial FIX  

10.  
Seamanship 
 

10.1      Deck Seamanship 
10.2      Mooring 
10.3      Anchoring and  
            Mooring to a Buoy 
10.4      Towing 
10.5      UNREP 
10.6      Flight Deck 
10.7      Survival at Sea 

• Marlinspike Seamanship 
• Anchoring  
• Mooring to a Buoy 
• Tow and Be Towed 
• Underway Replenish-

ment  
• Flight Deck Operations  
• Abandon Ship 
• Life Preservers  

• Mooring to a Pier 

11. 
MOBOARD 

11.01    Introduction and 
            MOBOARD 
11.02    Tracking 
11.03    Change of Station 
11.04    Opening CPA/Avoiding 
            Course 
11.05    Tactics, Column 
            Maneuvers, and 
            Screen Sectors 
11.06    Line Formation 
11.07    Search Terms 
11.08    True/Desired Wind 

• Basic Plotting 
• Initial Setup and Plotting 

Procedures 
• Stationing 
• Opening CPA/Avoiding 

Course 
• Column Formations 
• Line Abreast Formations 
• Search Turn Fundamen-

tals 
• True and Desired Wind 
• Final Comprehensive 

Practicum 

• True Bearing, Relative 
Bearing, Target Angle 

• Determining Contacts 
Course, Speed, CPA 
Bearing, Range, Time 

• Changing Station 
• Determining CPA/

Avoiding Course 
• Column and Screen For-

mations  
• Maneuvering in Line For-

mations  
• Plotting Search Terms 
• Determining True/

Desired/Relative Wind 
• (I) Comprehensive Divi-

sional Tactics 
(DIVTACS) 

• (II) Comprehensive Divi-
sional Tactics 
(DIVTACS) 

• (III) Comprehensive Divi-
sional Tactics 
(DIVTACS) 

13. Combat 
Systems 

13.01    Radio Wave 
            Propagation 
13.02    Shipboard Communi-
            cations Systems 
13.03    Shipboard Satellite 
13.04    Radar Fundamentals 
            & Systems 
13.05    Introduction to  
            Electronic Warfare 

• Communications 
(COMM) Plan 

• Location of Comm. 
Equipment  

• Surface, Air & Fire Con-
trol Radar Components 

• Shipboard Radar Capa-
bilities 

• Combat System Opera-
tional Sequencing Sys-
tem (CSOSS) 
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Module Topics (ICW Lessons) Practicums Practical Problems 

 13.06    IFF/TACAN 
13.07    The Gunfire Control 
            Problem 
13.08    NTDS/CDS/DTE  
13.09    Tactical Data Links 
13.10    MK 15 CIWS 
13.11    Naval Ammunition 
13.12    Naval Gun Weapon 

Systems 
13.13    Launching Systems 
13.14    Guided Missiles 
13.15    Cruise Missiles 
13.16    Air Warfare Missiles  
13.17    AEGIS Weapon 
            System 
13.18    Sonar Fundamentals 
13.19    Acoustic Propagation 
13.20    AN/SQQ-89(V) Part I 
13.21    AN/S!!-89(V) Part II 
13.22    USW Weapons 
13.23    Ships and Silencing 

Program 
13.24    Naval Doctrine 
13.25    U.S. Combatants 
13.26    Amphibious Ships & 

Craft  
13.27    Auxiliaries  
13.28    U.S. Aircraft and 

Weapons 
13.29    U.S. Submarines  
13.30    Intro to Command & 

Control System 
13.31    Rules of Engagement 
13.32    Command Control 

Warfare 
13.33    Electronic Warfare 
13.34    Marine Corps  
13.35    Amphibious  
            Operations 
13.36    Naval Surface Fire 

Support  
13.37    Mine Warfare 
13.38    Amphibious Assault 
13.39    Surface Warfare 
13.40    Air Warfare 
13.41    Undersea Warfare 
13.42    VBSS 
 

• Emission Control 
(EMCON) 

• Electronic Warfare 
Equipment  

• MK 36 SRBPC Chaff 
and Decoy Launching 
System 

• IFF and TACAN 
• Basic Gun Firing Proce-

dures 
• Observing Air/Surface/

Subsurface DTE se-
quence 

• Naval Tactical Data Sys-
tems (NTDS) 

• NTDS/Weapon System 
Interfaces  

• Link Operations 
• CIWS 
• Naval Ammunition 
• Gun Mount Characteris-

tics 
• Weapon Launching Sys-

tems 
• Surface, Subsurface, 

and Land Attack Guided 
Weapons 

• AEGIS  
• Standard Missiles 
• NSSMS/RAM/STINGER 
• Ship’s SONAR SUITE  
• TACTAS Operations  
• LAMPS MK III 
• NIXIE 
• Ship’s Acoustic Signa-

ture 
• Fast Reaction Comm. 
• CWC 
• Warning/Weapon Status  
• C2W  
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Module Topics (ICW Lessons) Practicums Practical Problems 

  • Intelligence Messages  
• EW Assets 
• Amphibious Operations  
• NSFS 
• Mine Warfare 
• Air Warfare 
• USW Operations  
• Visit, Boarding, Search 

and Seizure (VBSS) 

 

14. Message 
Writing 

14.01    GENADMIN Messages 
14.02    Message Formatting 
            ADP 
14.03    Casualty Reports 

• Message Writing Ref.  
• Write & Route Mess. 
• AIGs & CADs  
• AMCROSS Messages  
• Casualty Reports 
• Operational Reports 

• Message Writing and 
Routing 

• Casualty Reports 
 

15. DIVO 
Administration 

15.01    Division Officer 
            Indoctrination 
15.02    Enlisted Rating 
            Structure and Enlisted 
15.03    Enlisted/Officer Service 

Records  
15.04    Sexual Harassment/
            Fraternization/Hazing 
15.05    Junior Officer Fitness 
            Reports and Enlisted 
            Evaluations  
15.06    Search and Seizure 
15.07    Drug and Alcohol 
            Abuse 
15.08    Good Order and 

Discipline/Shore Patrol 
15.09    Manpower Documents 
15.10    Transfers and 
            Separations 
15.11    Absentees and 
            Deserters  
15.12    Parenting and 
            Pregnancy 
15.13    Non-Judicial 
            Punishment Procedures 
15.14    Navy Safety Programs 
15.15    Electrical Safety 

• Standard Organization & 
Regulations Manual 

• Navy Administrative 
Manuals 

• Pre-Overseas Movement 
(POM) 

• NEC and EDVR 
• The Navy Advancement 

Program 
• The Command Advance-

ment Program 
• Enlisted Service Records  
• The Division Officer’s 

Notebook  
• Sexual Harassment 
• Evaluations and Fitness 

Reports 
• The BUPERS Website 
• Search and Seizure Pro-

cedure 
• Drug and Alcohol Abuse 
• Preparing for Individual 

Counseling 
• The Service Member and 

Their Family 
• The Non-Judicial Punish-

ment Procedure 

• Enlisted Advancement Re-
quirements 

• The FITREP Program 
• Counseling 

16. Training 16.01    IDTC and Division 
            Officer Inspections 
16.02    Schools and Exercises 
16.03    Shipboard Training 
            Program 

• Shipboard Inspections  
• CANTRAC and 
   Schoolhouse Training 
• Planning Board for 
   Training (PBFT/PB4T) 
• Training Resources  
 

• Schools and Personnel 
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Module Topics (ICW Lessons) Practicums Practical Problems 

 16.04    C/S In Port Training 
             Program 
 

• Combat Systems for 
Training Team (CSTT)  

• Observe Training 
    Exercises 

 

17. Readiness 17.01    Information Security 
17.02    Operational Messages 
17.03    CSSOS 
17.04    3M and the DIVO 
17.05    Supply and the DIVO 
17.06    MDS and the DIVO 
17.07    Alterations and 
             Availabilities 
17.08    Equipment Tag-out 
17.09    Cycles Schedules  
17.10    Quarterly and Weekly 

Schedules 
17.11    Automated MDS I 
17.12    Automated MDS II 
17.13    Auto PMS I 

• Information Security/
Classified Material 

• NATO Security 
• Combat Systems Re-

sources  
• Combat Systems 

Smooth Log 
• CS Casualty Control Or-

ganization 
• Material and Mainte-

nance Management 
(3M) 

• Supply Organization 
• COSAL, Supply Forms 

and NPC 
• 3M as a Tool 
• Tag-out  
• EGLs and MRCs  

• PMS Scheduling 
• Tag-out and Audit on a 

Duty Day  

18.  
Engineering 
Commonly 
Shared Topics 

18.01    Navy Occupational 
             Safety and Health 
             Program 
             Fundamentals 
18.02    Engineering Admin. 
             Fundamentals 
18.03    Pollution Control 
             Fundamentals 
18.04    Mechanical 
             Fundamentals 
18.05    Electrical 
             Fundamentals 
18.06    Lubricating and 
             Hydraulic Oil 
             Fundamentals 
18.07    Hydraulic/Pneumatic 
             Fundamentals 
18.08    Distilling Plant/Potable 

Water Fundamentals 
18.09    Air-conditioning and 

Refrigeration 
             Fundamentals 
18.10    Interior Comm.

Fundamentals 
18.11    Degaussing 
             Fundamentals 
18.12    Propulsion Cycle 
             Fundamentals 

• Shipboard Asbestos 
• HAZMAT 
• Hearing Conservation 
• Sight Conservation 
• Shipboard Respirators  
• Electrical Safety 
• Basic Shipboard Safety 
• Shipboard Hot Work 
• Record Keeping 
• Tag Out  
• Physical Security In-

spection 
• Shipboard Pollution Con-

trol 
• Space Material Assess-

ment  
• Electrical Components 

and Functions  
• Potable Water 
• AC&R Components 
• Toxic Gas Leak Proce-

dures 
• Audible IC Components 

and Functions  
• Visual IC Components 

and Functions  

• A Hearing Conservation 
Incident  

• Distilling Plant Dynamics 
• Power Transmission Dy-

namics 
• Propulsion Cycle Dy-

namics and Compari-
sons 

• Shipboard Electrical Dis-
tribution Interfaces  

• Drive Train/Ship Interac-
tion 

• L/O System Dynamics 
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Module Topics (ICW Lessons) Practicums Practical Problems 

 18.13    Ship’s Service 60/400 
Hz Electrical 

             Distribution Systems 
18.14    Fuel Oil Filling, 
             Transfer, Storage and 

Ballast System 
18.15    Compressed Air 
             System 
18.16    Steering Systems 
18.17    Gyrocompass/Inertial 
             Navigation Systems 
18.18    Power Transmission 
             Fund.  
18.19    Propulsion Drive Train 
             System 
18.20    Main Lube Oil System 
18.21    Controllable Pitch 
             Propeller System 

• Ship’s Gyro 
• IC Detector Functions  
• IC Circuits 
• Electrical Distribution 
• Ship’s Drive Train 
• LO Systems Compo-

nents Observation 
• FO System Components 
• Compressed Air 
• Steering Components 
• Gyrocompass Observa-

tion 
• Hearing Conservation 

 

19. Steam 
Turbine 
Fundamentals 
& Steam 
Systems 

19.01    Propulsion Boiler 
             Fundamentals 
19.02    Steam Turbine 
             Fundamentals 
19.03    Propulsion Boiler 
             Systems 
19.04    Steam Propulsion 
             Turbine System 
19.05    Main Steam System 
19.06    Auxiliary Steam 
             System 
19.07    150 psi Auxiliary 

Steam System 
19.08    Auxiliary Exhaust 

Steam System 
19.09    Main Feed System 
19.10    Main Condensate 
             System 
19.11    Steam Fuel Oil Service 

System 

• Propulsion Boiler Funda-
mentals 

• Steam Turbine Compo-
nents/Design 

• Propulsion Boiler Sys-
tem 

• Steam Turbine Observa-
tion 

• Main Steam System 
• Auxiliary Steam System 
• 150 psi Auxiliary Steam 

System 
• Auxiliary Exhaust Steam 

System 
• Main Feed Component 

Observation 
• Main Condensate and 

Main Circulating Sys-
tems Components 

• Fuel Oil System Interac-
tions 

• Propulsion Boiler Lay-
up/Light-off 

• Steam Turbine Interac-
tions 

• Propulsion Boiler Sys-
tems Dynamics 

• Steam Turbine Flow 
Processes 

• Main Steam System 
Plant Interactions  

• Auxiliary Steam System 
Plant Interactions  

• 150 psi Auxiliary Steam 
System 

• Auxiliary Exhaust Inter-
actions 

• Main Feed Interactions  
 

20. Diesel 20.01    Diesel Engine 
             Fundamentals 
20.02    Main Propulsion Diesel 

Engine System 
20.03    Diesel Fuel Oil Service 

System 
20.04    Diesel Lube Oil 
             System 
20.05    Diesel Jacket Water 

Cooling System 
20.06    Diesel Propulsion 
             Control System 
             Fundamentals 

• Diesel Engine Compo-
nents 

• Diesel Fuel Oil Service 
System Safety Device 
Observation 

• Diesel Propulsion Con-
trol Components 

• CPP Component System 
Interaction 

• Diesel Engineering Plant 
Supervisor Watch Ac-
tions 

• Diesel Fuel Oil System 
Flow 

• Diesel Lube Oil System 
Flow 

• Jacket Water System 
• Diesel Propulsion Con-

trols on Plant Dynamics 
• CPP Dynamics with the 

Plant 
• Diesel Engineering Su-

pervisor Plant Interac-
tions 
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Module Topics (ICW Lessons) Practicums Practical Problems 

21. Gas  
Turbine 

21.01    Gas Turbine 
             Fundamentals 
21.02    Gas Turbine Air Intake 

and Exhaust System 
21.03    Gas Turbine Engine 

and Module System 
21.04    Gas Turbine Engine 

Fuel Oil Service 
             System 
21.05    Gas Turbine Engine 

Control Systems 
 

• Gas Turbine Engine and 
Module Components 

• GT Fuel Oil System 
Components 

• GT Engine Control Sys-
tem 

• GT Plant Supervisor 
Watch Actions 

• GT Plant Supervisor and 
Plant Interactions  

• GT Air Intake/Exhaust 
System Dynamics 

• Effects of Malfunctions 
of the LOSCA on the GT 
Module System 

• GT Fuel Oil System Dy-
namics 

• Troubleshooting/
Casualty Control Effects 
on Plant and Bridge 
Controls 
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APPENDIX B:  
CROSSDECKING PRACTICUM EXAMPLE 





Surface Warfare Officer School 
Division Officer at Sea Training 

 
 
 

Practicum Title 
TAO Familiarization 

  
Module Number Module Name 

3 Underway Watch Organization/Admin: Bridge/CIC Org. 
  

Topic Number(s) Topic Name(s) 
3.01 Surface Combat Information Center 

  
Related E.O.(s) Related PQS 

2.3 43101–4E: 106.3a, 119.1, 301.1.26, 301.2.10, .11, .13, 
.37. 301.3.7, .9, .10, .13, .14, .24  

  
Leadership Core Competencies 

Responsibility, Accountability, and Authority. Continuous Improvement. Problem 
Solving. Technical Credibility. Team Building. Combat and Crisis Leadership. Service 
Motivation. Partnering. Political Awareness. Oral Communication.  Written 
Communication. Leveraging Technology. Human Resource Management.  

 
I. Shipboard Instruction(s) 
 

A. Locate your ships Combat Systems and CIC Doctrine. 
 
B. Whom does the TAO represent when they are on watch? 
 
C. What is the TAO’s role in achieving the commands mission? 
 
D. What is the primary activity that the TAO does in CIC? 
 
E. What are the TAO’s responsibilities? 
 
F. What must the Commanding Officer do to designate a TAO? 
 
G. What is the significance of the TAO being given weapons release 

authority?  

APPENDIX B:  
CROSSDECKING PRACTICUM EXAMPLE 
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II. Observe Tactical Action Officer in the Performance of Their 
Duties in CIC 

 
A. Observe the TAO on watch. 
 
B. What significance is there to the location of the TAO in CIC? 
 
C. Ask the TAO to go over the systems and equipment immediately    

available to them at their watchstation. 
 
D. Observe the interaction/relationship between the TAO and the 

following watchstations when manned: 
 

1. Weapons Liaison Officer/Ship’s Weapons Coordinator 
2. Undersea Warfare Evaluator 
3. CICWO 
4. OOD  

 
III. Crossdeck 
Observing the TAO on different platforms would be a significant help in the 
development of the young surface Warfare Officer.  Crossdeck to one or 
more platforms whose class type, design, and mission are significantly 
different from your ship.  
 

A. Ask the TAO to go over the systems and equipment immediately 
available to them at their watchstation. 

 
B. Observe the interaction/relationship between the TAO and the 

following watchstations when manned: 
 

1. Weapons Liaison Officer/Ship’s Weapons Coordinator 
2. Undersea Warfare Evaluator 
3. CICWO 
4. OOD 
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APPENDIX C:  
SAMPLE PRACTICAL PROBLEM 





Surface Warfare Officer School 
Division Officer at Sea Training 

 
 
 

Practical Problem Title 
CPP Dynamics with the Plant 

  
Module Number  Module Name 

20 Diesel  
  

Topic Number(s) Topic Name(s) 
222 Controllable Pitch Propeller System 
  

Related E.O.(s) Related PQS 
NA 222.1-5 
 

Leadership Core Competencies 
Problem Solving (PS), Technical Credibility (TC), Combat and Crisis Leadership (CCL) 

 
I. Scenario 
The main propulsion assistant (MPA) onboard your ship has just been 
transferred ashore for medical reasons.  His scheduled relief is not due 
onboard for 6 months.  The XO has selected you to fill this position until the 
scheduled relief arrives.  Preparing yourself for success, you begin to 
conduct an in-depth study of the ship's propulsion systems.  While studying, 
you realize that your understanding of the controllable pitch propeller (CPP) 
system is not strong enough. 
 

A. Using a block diagram of the CPP system, label the following 
components: (TC) 

 
1. Electric/gear driven hydraulic oil pump 
2. Hydraulic oil power module 
3. Oil distribution box 
4. Electro hydraulic servo valve 
5. Head tank 
6. Lube oil purifier 
 

B. Show the path of power and control oil from the sump tank through 
the system back to the sump tank. (TC) 

 
C. Explain the interrelationship of a ll the components, including how 

the loss of one or more of the components affects the ship's 
operation. (PS, TC, CCL) 

APPENDIX C:  
SAMPLE PRACTICAL PROBLEM 
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ANSWERS TO PRACTICAL  PROBLEMS ARE IN THE SHIP’S HANDBOOK 
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APPENDIX D:  
PRACTICAL PROBLEM ANSWERS 
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APPENDIX E:  
CASE STUDY ANSWERS 

ANSWERS TO CASE STUDIES ARE IN THE SHIP’S HANDBOOK 
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APPENDIX F:  
ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF MENTORS 





General Roles and Responsibilities for Primary and Technical Mentors 
Preparation • Know and understand course 

structure and content by reviewing: 
§ shipboard handbook 
§ trainee handbook 
§ trainee orientation CBT 
§ content in course elements 

• Know and understand your roles and 
responsibilities 

• Know the program requirements for 
trainees 

• Have a clear understanding of the roles 
and responsibilities of SWO trainee 

Commitment 
 
 
 
  

• Take initiative to learn about program 
• Be prepared for your responsibilities   
• Utilize teaching/learning opportunities  
• Be available and approachable 
• Learn about your trainee 
• Establish a trust relationship with trainee 

Your commitment is crucial to the success of 
this program. 
 

Guidance 
 
 

• Ask questions that promote trainee’s own 
problem-solving skills 

• Share your expertise by talking through 
your thought processes as you perform 
tasks or solve problems 

• Help trainee identify areas for growth and 
development 

• Advise on how to deal with real and 
perceived roadblocks 

• Practice confidentiality by not disclosing 
any personal information trainee shares 
with you 

• Share ‘lessons learned’ to help trainee 
learn from your experiences 

 

APPENDIX F:  
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General Roles and Responsibilities for Primary and Technical Mentors 
Support • Encourage and appreciate trainee’s 

professional growth 
• Be open to trainee having different 

approaches from yours 
• Be available to meet with trainee as often 

as possible 
• Be dependable and reliable in giving 

feedback, direction and advice 
• Serve as a sounding board 
• Direct trainee to resources, you’re not 

expected to have all the answers 
Training • Provide specific skill training  

• Encourage trainees to discuss what they 
are learning 

• Help trainees be aware of their progress 
toward developing expertise 

• Recognize and use teaching/learning 
opportunities 

• Encourage trainees to extend problem-
solving and decision-making skills  

• Provide challenging opportunities but do 
not set trainee up for failure 

• Share your expertise by explaining what 
you’re doing and why  

Feedback 
 

• Frequently review course goals and 
timelines and discuss progress with 
trainee 

• Promote self-assessment 
• Provide constructive feedback 
• Give specific feedback about trainee’s 

strengths and development needs 
• Help trainee find remediation resources, if 

needed 
• Provide feedback up the chain of 

command on trainee progress 
• Provide feedback for program 

improvement  
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Instructional 
Elements 

Primary Mentors Technical Mentors Primary and 
Technical Mentors 

IDP 
 

• Be prepared for 
trainee’s initial IDP 
meeting 

–review ship’s 
long-range 
deployment schedule  
to help plan timeline 
for course content 
completion 
–review your  
schedule, identify 
other time 
commitments that 
may affect 
scheduling IDP 
meetings 
–plan for details 
such as contact 
information, informal 
meetings, frequency 
of formal meetings 

• Help trainee learn to 
plan, set goals, and 
assess progress 
• Monitor trainee’s 
progress  
• Set up 
communication plan 
with other mentors 
• Help plan and 
commit to regular 
formal IDP meetings 
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Interactive  
Courseware 

(ICW) 

• Monitor trainee 
progress 
• Help resolve 
contradictions between 
ICW, references, 
shipboard instructions, 
etc.  
 

 • Ask questions that 
will help trainees 
understand and be able 
to apply the 
foundational knowledge 
• Encourage trainees 
to ask questions about 
content  
• Answer any technical 
questions 
• Encourage trainees 
to seek out other 
expert personnel for 
technical questions 
when further 
explanation or  
clarification is needed 
• Encourage trainees 
to work together to 
learn content 
 

Practicums  
 

•Help set up training  
opportunities, if 
necessary 
• Check on trainees’ 
progress 

• Point out what’s 
important to focus on 
during the 
observation 
• Encourage trainees 
to ask questions 
• Check for accuracy 
of any system 
drawings 
• Answer technical 
quest ions 
• Ask questions that 
will help trainee think 
about the purpose 
and function of the 
evolution, equipment 
or system in relation 
to the ship’s operation 
• When being 
shadowed, discuss 
your decisions and 
how you are 
evaluating 
information to make 
your decisions 

• Help trainees find 
the right people, 
system, equipment, 
when needed 
• Facilitate 
opportunities for cross-
decking 
• Ask trainees 
questions to ensure 
they are prepared for 
cross-decking  
• Ask trainees to 
assess their cross-
decking experience 
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Practical 
Problems 
 

  
 

 • Help trainees identify 
technical expertise to 
provide necessary 
background for the 
trainee to solve the 
problem 
• Review and discuss 
leadership 
competencies 
addressed in exercises 
Provide trainees 
feedback on their 
solutions 
• Tell trainees how you 
might approach the 
problem and why  
• Help trainees 
consider consequences 
of solutions 
• Help identify 
resources for 
remediation if trainee is 
unable to satisfactorily 
demonstrate PQS 
requirements 

Case Studies  
 
 

  • Help trainees identify 
sources of expertise  
• Discuss trainees’ 
approaches  to case 
studies 
• Allow trainees to 
pursue their own 
solutions and 
determine if they are 
reasonable 
• Help trainees be 
aware of professional 
and leadership skills 
being exercised  
• Provide feedback 
regarding professional 
and technical 
performance during 
case study analysis 
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Shipboard  
Experiences 

• Monitor PQS sign-
off 
• Help trainees find 
qualified personnel 
to sign-off PQS, if 
necessary 
• Help trainees  
identify resources 
for remediation both 
on ship and within 
course elements, 
when trainee does 
not meet criteria for  
sign-off 
• Ensure a variety 
of watch standing  
experiences 
 

• Point out  
important aspects of 
watch standing 
experiences and 
shipboard duties 
• Provide feedback  
on practical 
application of 
shipboard evolutions 

 

Leadership 
Competencies 

  • Discuss 
trainees’ overall 
development of 
leadership 
competencies 
• Demonstrate 
technical proficiency 
in your skill area 
• Serve as a role 
model for the Navy’s 
leadership 
competencies 
• Help trainees 
recognize the 
application of 
leadership 
competencies as 
indicated in the 
practicums, practical 
problems, and cases 
• Provide feedback 
to trainees as they 
practice leadership 
skills 
 

Assessment 
 

• Be aware of 
trainees’ 
performance on 
module tests 
• Direct trainees to 
expertise when 
preparing for a test, 
if needed 
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APPENDIX G:  
COMPETENCY ASSESSMENT FORM 





DIVISION OFFICER AT SEA TRAINING IDP 
COMPETENCY ASSESSMENT FORM 

Name: Date: 

A key to successful professional development is constant self-assessment.  As a 
student and a professional, you are responsible for frequently evaluating your 
performance.  This form helps you track your progress and set goals throughout the 
DIVO at Sea Training program.  Reviewing your past self-assessments is essential to 
planning future goals and identifying ways to improve. 

Look over your past assessment forms and think about your strengths and 
weaknesses.  Answer the following questions to prepare for your progress meeting 
with your mentor.   

A.     TRACKING PROGRESS   

1.   Review your projected course timeline.  What is helping or hindering you in 
meeting your planned course goals? 

 

 

 

2.   What plan of action will you take to help you meet your goals? 

 

 

 

3. How can your mentor help you meet your goals? 
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COMPETENCY ASSESSMENT FORM (CONT.) 

B.     TECHNICAL COMPETENCIES  

1.   Did you meet your goals from the last progress meeting?  What is helping or hindering 
you in meeting your technical competency goals? 

 

 

 

 

2.   Which topics are you excelling in?   

 

 

 

3.   Which topics are you having trouble with?   

 

 

 

4.   What resources do you need to master the content? ? (i.e., watches, crossdecking, 
computer time, books, people, time…) 

 

 

 

5.   What help do you need getting these resources? 

 

 

 

6. How can your mentor help you? (help identify or gather resources?  One-on-one 
tutoring? Identify subject matter expert for you to work with?, etc.)   
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COMPETENCY ASSESSMENT FORM (CONT.) 

C.     PROFESSIONAL COMPETENCIES 

Review the following competencies taken from a FITREP.  Answer the questions for each 
in the space provided. 

1.    What are your strengths within each competency? 

2.    Have you met the professional competency goals set at your last progress meeting? What is helping or 
hindering you in meeting your professional competency goals? 

3.    Describe your progress in each competency since the last progress meeting.  Provide specific examples 
and experiences.   

4.    Identify the competencies you plan to work on next (e.g., teamwork – I plan to work on gaining 
cooperation from others to obtain information and facilitate win-win situations.) 

Professional Expertise:   
(Professional proficiency and qualifications) 

Equal Opportunity:  (Fairness, 
respect for human worth) 

Military Bearing/Character: 
(Appearance, conduct, physical fitness, 
adherence to Navy Core Values)  

Teamwork:  
(Contributions to team building and team 
results)      

Mission Accomplishment and 
Initiative: 
(Taking initiative, planning, prioritizing, 
achieving mission) 

Tactical Performance: 
(Basic and tactical employment of weapons 
systems)     

 

 

 

 

 

 

Leadership: 
(Organizing, motivating, and developing 
others to accomplish goals) 
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COMPETENCY ASSESSMENT FORM (CONT.) 

D.     GOAL SETTING FOR NEXT MEETING/PLAN OF ACTION: 

Goal(s)  

Tracking Progress Goals: 

Plan to accomplish goal(s) 

Technical Competency Goals: 

Professional Competency Goals: 
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